Logos deserves to succeed, if for no other reason than the persistence they’ve displayed in the face of outrageous adversity. But they also happen to have one of the best batch machine translators in the business. And now, with their new pre- and postediting workstation Filius, based on the much praised Nota-Bene wordprocessor, has Logos collected all the pieces necessary to become king of the machine translation hill? Ace reporter Andrew Joscelyne went to Frankfurt to find out.

TRIALS AND TRIBULATIONS
Imagine you’ve got a great idea for using computer power to handle translation automatically. You dredge up the necessary capital and found a company to make perfect a product you really believe in. Then, in line with the geopolitics of the day, you opt for a language pair geared to the strategic interests of your country’s government: A clear winner, right? Wrong! Whereas automatic translation systems stick around, the ways of the world change. And unless you can get somebody interested, you’re left holding your perfect, but unwanted, baby.

One company that knows this story inside out is the Logos Corporation, producer of Logos automatic translation software. Not once, not twice, but four times over the past fifteen years. Logos has assembled machine translation packages for interested clients – only to feel the winds of political or commercial change blow the wrong way at the wrong moment, and see itself get left in the lurch.

It all began in 1969, when company founder and current Chief Scientist Bud Scott decided to marry his ideas about computers to his knowledge of Vietnamese, picked up while doing intelligence work in the U.S. Air Force. “I had this idea in my head of how to do machine translation,” he recalls with the simplicity of conviction. “Of course we experienced a lot of skepticism from other people back then. But I figured we had a sound approach.”

A true believer; his Vietnamese translation rig was ready at the right time. By 1970, the war in South East Asia had reached the “hearts and minds” stage. Everything had to be translated into Vietnamese. And Logos Mk. I, by that time fully operational, was called in to break the back of technical documentation in all branches of the armed services and industry. The only problem was that in the end the other side won. South Vietnam crumbled, And Ho Chi Minh City didn’t need US helicopter manuals.

Then, in 1973, the CIA thought they could use an English-Russian pair. But it was just a phase they were going through, and they pulled out on the eve of the Nixon resignation, despite the fact that Logos managed to make them a working prototype. Anybody want to buy an automatic English-Russian translation module?

No thanks. But on the other side of the world, the Shah of Shens, Iran’s Reza Pahlevi was in the market for US military equipment. And no doubt his Magnificence’s suppliers had told him of Logos’s sterling work in Vietnam. So in 1979, Logos delivered a demonstrable prototype English-Farsi module to the Iranian government, designed to handle both technical and commercial documentation. Unfortunately, by that time, the Shah was far too busy stuffing his suitcase with jewels to care much about Logos. And although the company was finally paid for the job years later, the software, much like its Vietnamese counterpart, was left to turn a magnetic shade of yellow on some dusty Fundamentalist shelf.

Three very special language pairs on your hands, and not a client in sight. Your backseat MT pundit might suggest that the moral of this cautionary tale is “Stick to West European languages.” Well . . . in 1980, Logos got a call from Siemens. The West German electronics giant was about to clinch a multibillion dollar American telecoms deal that promised documentation work for the equivalent of 200 translators. To reduce the costs, it wanted Logos to develop a new German-English pair. But just as Logos delivered the goods . . . Siemens lost the contract. And it was Logos to Log-off overnight.

MORE PAIRS
“You pay your dues to sing the blues,” goes the adage. And at Logos, don’t they know it? But through all these trials and tribulations – though no one got rich – the company certainly chalked up some invaluable MT experience. Most crucially, it built up two high-quality source language templates – one for English and the other for German. This was a major asset. In any language pair, the source analyses gobble up by far the lion’s share of the work, time and money. “It’s up to five times
more expensive to do a source than a target," says Scott. "We can now do a target in a year. But a new source may take anything from three to five."

So, armed with its brand new German source, in 1981, Logos opened a European subsidiary, Logos Computer Systems Deutschland GmbH. With a European corporate president and managing director, the company started looking for European customers. With its U.S. head office in Mount Arlington, New Jersey, the research and technology section still operates there, the German outfit set up shop in Frankfurt, the nerve center of an export-driven industrial zone with a major airport and sorted ranks of hightech multinationals at its heart.

After four years marred by the kind of strategic mistakes immature companies are prone to, Logos finally took off in Europe in 1995. By that year, it was offering more market-sensitive language pairs to ambitious German exporters than just the original German to English. And with major high-tech clients like Nixdorf, IBM, and Hewlett-Packard — in both Grenoble and Stuttgart — along with automaker BMW, and others, it was looking like Bud Scott's "sound approach" was finally paying off.

The language pool today includes not only the German-English grandaddy, but English-French, English-German, and — since late 1987 — German-French. Meanwhile, English-Spanish is on the testbench in the US, notably at Unisys, for which Logos translates technical manuals. And rumors suggest that this module will be available in Europe by the late summer.

Until very recently, Logos generated each language pair as a single module, with the French in German-French quite independent of its counterpart in English-French. Those days, though, the system takes a multi-targeting approach, in which the single source analysis — taking up some 80% of the program — will convert to any one of a range of targets. When the proposed English-Italian module is complete by mid-1989, you will be able to instruct Logos to translate your input text into any one or all of the four targets at one sitting.

**BIG CLIENTS**

Logos was originally developed on IBM, and runs today under CMS and MVS operating systems. When the company first started, the best wordprocessing technology was from Wang. And since Fred Wang himself was interested in Logos’s work, he commissioned the company to port its software to a Wang-compatible workstation. Years later, it was chuckles all round when Logos personnel visited their client Nixdorf, to see that the computer maker had installed a rival Wang machine dedicated to translation work. Soon Logos will be available under Unix, first on the Sun Microsystems 5080, and then portable to other environments.

There is an equally intimate Big Blue connection, IBM is not exactly paying for translation work done, but Logos is installed in the IBM Computer Center in Hamburg and — since 1986 — in Zurich too, making it available on a time-share basis on the IBM network in both Germany and Switzerland. "This is particularly useful for us," says Philip King, pre-sales support person in Frankfurt, "since foreign companies find it very hard to comply with Swiss law when they want to open a factory in the country.

And we are developing an interesting clientele in the banking and insurance business there."

In another Big Blue move, Logos has been installed at the IBM European Language Support Center in Copenhagen, where it's being independently tested for productivity. And another recent Scandinavian client is the Swedish FTIT, Televerket, which recently needed 4000 pages' worth of technical manuals written for the German BTX videotex system translated into English. Logos duly obliged.

**THE USER SCENARIO**

A typical user scenario goes like this. The documents to be translated are entered via a wordprocessor on an IBM or compatible PC, converted into host-readable format using 3270 emulation and transmitted to the host computer. Here, Logos can work fully automatically in batch mode, throughput some 3000 lines (around 100 pages of A4) per hour — or 4 to 5 pages an hour on the Wang.

Since the work can be done overnight — “nachts, wenn der Betrieb schläft” — goes the soothing slogan — it is returned to the user in IBM format and transmitted back to the host computer. Here, Logos can work fully automatically in batch mode, throughput some 3000 lines (around 100 pages of A4) per hour — or 4 to 5 pages an hour on the Wang.

The idea behind the Logos strategy is to let the automatic system do the drudgery repetitive work, which is particularly good at, thereby freeing skilled professionals to handle advertising, commercial or legal texts, which demands the kind of style-sensitive intelligence that software doesn’t possess. Machines putting translators out of work? "Not a bit of it," says Philip King. "One company that decided to use Logos eventually took on three more translators when it realized how much more work could be done with it. Logos actually creates jobs by allowing companies to translate everything they would like, not just the minimum they must. We are concerned with generating productivity, not idle queues."

For translators who work with Logos, however, there is the inevitable teething period as they adapt themselves to the technology. This may mean switching from dictaphones and pencils to WP keyboards — "There are plenty of inhouse translators in Europe who still think that a mechanical typewriter is high-tech," smiles King. Or it may mean learning to use the software. Logos offers on-line training and a two-course starter aid that comes with the Logos package.

First of all, the client has to build up its own lexical database. And this can take up to three months. Each term has to be coded, first with subject matter code, of which there are hundreds, running from Archeology through Metallurgy to Zoology. Then each term has to be given company-specific code, so to speak. "Plant", for example, is coded under "Industrial Organization" for certain clients and "Agriculture" for others.

Translation agencies that offer multi-field translation services are more or less excluded as potential Logos clients on this count — they’d be spending all their time building dictionaries for the many subjects they’d want to offer.

The basic installation tambouche arrives with subject-specific dictionaries of some 15,000 words, as well as the general language dictionary of up to 145,000. However, as King says, "We don’t know what the client actually wants to say. So from his point of view, the dictionaries might as well be empty." Even though many current clients use Logos to handle the translation of technical documentation in the dataprocessing field, there is still sufficient variation in company terminology policy for the large and varied dataprocessing dictionary to need customizing.

The dictionary update tool used to help the translator build that company-specific list is called Alex, which uses an interactive query process to enter such information as subject matter codes and the port of speech of each term. When the input text has been loaded onto the system, the first thing Logos does is perform a New Word Search. The output from this search becomes the raw material for the Alex-serving translator to work upon. Most users find the facility straightforward to learn and, inevitably, less and less necessary as company terminology becomes uniformized.

A second, more sophisticated, tool available on the dataprocessing specialisms. This allows the translator to actually construct customized semantic rules to handle the different meanings of, for example, "make" in collocations such as "make a mistake" and "make a cake," by means of generic linguistic concepts. The rules then merge the semantic info in the dictionaries with the syntactic analysis of a sentence, generating an adequate translation of special phrases. At Hewlett-Packard in Grenoble, a translator testing Logos’s English-French translation of dataprocessing manuals, found that Semantha filled a necessary gap in the system, and improved output. "Sentences come out badly translated from the current rules. But entering updates with Semantha was both practical and efficient. Though you had to make sure that your new rules didn’t conflict with other rules already in the system."
When you're trying to sell machine translation as a productivity tool, you can take two approaches. One is to vaunt the system itself - and sink resources into readjusting hundreds of thousands of lines of machine code to improve raw translation quality. The other is to study the ergonomics of the workstation - to help the translator work better. Logos tries to take both approaches in two different ways.

**POSTES CANADA POST**

If all this isn't enough to make 1988 a year for Logos to forget its commercially bumpy start in life, there is news that a major potential client, the Department of the Secretary of State of Canada, has decided to renew credits to continue testing Logos into a second year of English-French translating ought to do the trick. In the first phase, Canadian officials had anticipated a productivity increase of from 20 to 30%, but after five months they already noticed a 100% increase, obtained without degradation of translation quality.

A second version upgrade was introduced in July 1987, with a correction rate of 35% of the errors of the first version. The third beta version is now installed and since the number of sites will increase from one to three and then to five, serving various Canadian government departments and agencies. For Logos, the real boonanza would come if the Canadian Government decided to translate French documents into English, since this would entail building a costly new French-to-English system.

Says Bud Scott. "If the Canadian government were to finance us, we would be interested. But we're also thinking about Italian as a possible source." In the dead of night, though, the ghosts of crises past loom up, and Logos staff must be secretly hoping that the Canadian government doesn't suddenly renege on its bilingual policy, or declare Hopi the national language.
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